AUTUMN SCAVENGER HUNT

How many of these autumn treasures can you find on the ground to collect?

- an acorn with its cap
- a leaf with teeth
- a shiny horse chestnut
- a fallen twig covered in moss or lichen
- a broad evergreen leaf
- fallen pine needles
- the sound of a nut falling
- the sound of wind
- 2 different kinds of winged seeds
- a parachute seed
- the furry covering of next year’s flower bud
- a heart shaped leaf
- 3 different sized cones
- 10 leaves, each with a different fall color or shade
Autumn Pictorial Glossary

- lichen
- parachute seed
- moss
- winged seeds
- horse chestnut
- leaf with teeth
- broad evergreen leaf
- furry flower bud